A multidisciplined, British engineering firm who
design, install and maintain specialist systems

OCCUPANCY CONTROL
SYSTEM
The occupancy control system is an autonomous peoplecounting device based on stereoscopic vision that allows for the
capacity of stores and premises to be controlled and managed
simply and intelligently, and can be connected to work with
automatic doors.

Key features
Increased efficiency in occupancy 		
control.
Real-time information on the
capacity of the establishment.
Automatic access control to the
establishment.
Works in dark environments from
0 Lux.
Non-invasive, effective occupancy 		
control solution.
Greater feeling of peace of mind 		
when on the premises.
Fixed and portable physical
installation.
Only data NETWORK and HDMI
cable are required for installation.

Helping you to manage & control a safe capacity limit
Thanks to the technology used to develop this new switch, it is 98%
reliable and is one of the safest in the market. Its main benefits include
increased efficiency in occupancy control, automatic access control,
and the possibility of real-time information thanks to its modular
system, making it a non-invasive, effective solution that improves the
user experience.
With the hygiene and safety
of our environment being
so important at
present, our simple,
intelligent, capacity
control system that
can be connected to
the automatic door is ideal.
This is a modular product, which means that its functions can be
increased towards greater occupancy control or data management.
It is also a non-intrusive solution that respects the anonymity of
visitors while helping protect them and keep them safe.

THE OCCUPANCY CONTROL SYSTEM FROM JLC
The flexible and intelligent way to manage and indicate the safe capacity
limit of your premises.
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If you would like more information about this product or any
other of our products and services please call or email us at
+44 (0)1293 567929 / sales@jlc-group.co.uk

www.jlc-group.co.uk

